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QUESTION 1

You are reviewing a third party extension for Magento Commerce Cloud compatibility. 

You discover the module writes to a custom directory called internal/ within the Magento base directory. 

The directory has to be shared by all web servers. 

What do you do so the module can be used on Magento Commerce Cloud? 

A. Create a symlink from /top/internal to the internal/ folder 

B. Declare a shared mount for the internal/directory in .magento. app.yaml 

C. Request the vendor make the directory configurable in the Magento admin 

D. Add a patch for extension so it uses the subdirectory var/internal/ instead 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Your team is working on two ma)or changes affecting the product page and you want the ability to implement and test
these changes in parallel. Your company is using the Pro plan. 

How do you achieve this using the Project Web Ul? 

A. Create branches from Production to ensure the catalog is up to date 

B. Create branches from Integration to facilitate merging 

C. Create branches from the Magento Cloud Docker image to ensure the changes are made on the most recent
codebase 

D. Create branches from Staging to ensure the changes are tested on an environment similar toProduction 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You fixed an issue in a third-party extension using a patch named m2-hotfixes/extension- fix.patch Before committing
the patch to the repository you want to test itlocally. 

How do you test a patch in a clean working copy? 

A. Commit the patch because the pre-commit hook will abort the commit it any hotfix causes an issue 

B. Run the command git apply m2-hotfixea/extension-fix.patch 

C. Run the command bin/magento setup:hotfix:apply --patch=m2-hctfixes/extension- fix.patch 
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D. Configure a deploy hook in .magento.app.yaml that executes vendor/bin/ece-tools hotfix:apply --dry-run 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

To secure composer credentials you want to remove the auch. Json file from the projectrepository. How do you do
that? 

A. The build phase runs on a separate server and variables are not available there you must keep the credentials in the
auth. j son file, but you can replace the password with its hash 

B. Add the env:coMPOSER_AUTH variable onthe project level and make it visible on the build phase 

C. Put the composer credentials into/mnt/build/.config/composer/auth.json 

D. Add the composer_auth variable with the sensitive option enabled 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You have a Starter project. Your code is ready for testing in the Staging environment, but you need the latest data from
Production What do you do to update the Staging environment? 

A. Log in to the Project Web Ul. choose theStaging environment, and click Sync 

B. Log in to the Project Web Ul. choose the Staging environment, and click Merge 

C. Checkout the Staging branch and use the git push origin -f command 

D. Checkout the Production environment and use the magento-cloud syncCLI command 

Correct Answer: A 
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